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Abstract
In this work, we introduce our project on Dunhuang cultural heritage protection using artificial intelligence. The Dunhuang
Mogao Grottoes in China, also known as the Grottoes of the Thousand Buddhas, is a religious and cultural heritage located
on the Silk Road. The grottoes were built from the 4th century to the 14th century. After thousands of years, the in grottoes
decaying is serious. In addition, numerous historical records were destroyed throughout the years, making it difficult for
archaeologists to reconstruct history. We aim to use modern computer vision and machine learning technologies to solve such
challenges. First, we propose to use deep networks to automatically perform the restoration. Through out experiments, we
find the automated restoration can provide comparable quality as those manually restored from an archaeologist. This can
significantly speed up the restoration given the enormous size of the historical paintings. Second, we propose to use detection
and retrieval for further analyzing the tremendously large amount of objects because it is unreasonable to manually label
and analyze them. Several state-of-the-art methods are rigorously tested and quantitatively compared in different criteria and
categorically. In this work, we created a new dataset, namely, AI for Dunhuang, to facilitate the research. Version v1.0 of
the dataset comprises of data and label for the restoration, style transfer, detection, and retrieval. Specifically, the dataset has
10,000 images for restoration, 3455 for style transfer, and 6147 for property retrieval. Lastly, we propose to use style transfer
to link and analyze the styles over time, given that the grottoes were build over 1000 years by numerous artists. This enables
the possibly to analyze and study the art styles over 1000 years and further enable future researches on cross-era style analysis.
We benchmark representative methods and conduct a comparative study on the results for our solution. The dataset will be
publicly available along with this paper.

Keywords Cultural heritage protection · Dunhuang · Artificial intelligence · Computer vision
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background of Dunhuang and e-dunhuang

Dunhuang Academy manages threeWorld Cultural Heritage
sites: Mogao Caves, Maijishan Caves, and Bingling Temple,
and other sites, such as Yulin Caves,Western Thousand Bud-
dha Caves, and Northern Cave Temple. Mogao Caves is also
known as the Thousand Buddha Grottoes of the Thousand
Buddhas. It consist 492 caves spread over 25 km (16 mi) in
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the area to the southeast of the ancient city Dunhuang, which
is an oasis located at a religious and cultural crossroads on
the Silk Road, Gansu Province, China. The paintings were
created by ancient artists over a thousand years in between
the 4th and the 14th centuries. At present, more than 45,000
m2 murals and 2000-plus painted sculptures are preserved.
The murals are of great value for historical, artistic, and tech-
nological research with the earliest ones dating back to over
1600 years ago. Some photos of the sites are as shown in
Fig. 1. In 1987, the Mogao Caves is recognized as the United
Nations world heritage .

The mural of Dunhuang heritage covers a wide range
of scenes and activities in ancient time, including daily
lives, historical/political events, the use of technologies
and art creation etc. Countless elements with different col-
ors and pigments were drawn on the murals. Dunhuang
heritage is a valuable historical asset for understanding
ancient lives because it depicts a wide range of themes,
from famous diplomatic missions to economic activities and
technological demonstrations, from daily life to holiday cel-
ebrations, and from fictions to religious stories in classic
scripts.
e-dunhuang Preserving cultural heritage objects is crucial
(Ikeuchi, 2013). In the last 20 years, digital preservation
(Banno et al., 2008; Bok et al., 2011), which measures such
objects in three dimensions and recording them in digital
forms, is one of the best ways for permanent preservation. A
notable example is the Bayon project led byKatsushi Ikeuchi
Banno et al. (2008), which created a holistic geometric and
photometric model of the Bayon Temple in Cambodia.

In comparison, Dunhuang Academy has developed a full
solution of digitized grotto cultural treasures and huge data
findings after 30 years of investigation and study on digi-
tal technology, equipment, and techniques for the permanent
preservation and sustainable use of the information of the
Dunhuang Grottoes. Great effort and resources are invested
in data acquisition, which is a race against time as the her-
itage sites are threaten by various deterioration. New data
acquisition instruments have been developed by Dunhuang
Academy, as shown in Fig. 2: (a) shows the work in 1960–
1970s by using twin-lens reflex camera, the best capturing
equipment in Dunhuang Academy, which has larger film to
capture more details of the paintings. (b) shows the work in
2000s by using a complete digital solution. It includes hard-
ware, such as new lighting device, tracking and capturing
device; high color accuracy monitor, image processing nar-
row spaces) by using an ultra-large frame gigapixel digital
camera developed byMicrosoft Asian Research Institute. (d)
shows our automated data acquisition instruments.

The high-accuracy data collection of 258 caves has been
accomplished. The captured images have 300 dpi, and the
distortion errors are well-controlled under 2 mm. As for the
3D reconstruction of color sculptures in the grottoes, forty-

five color sculptures have been captured and reconstructed
by using laser scanner and structural light. Furthermore,
the six major cultural heritage sites managed by Dunhuang
Academy and the surrounding area of the Dunhuang city are
also digitized. The online free database (a.k.a. e-dunhuang
database) is a significant milestone in the digitizing Dun-
huang Cultural Heritage (DunhuangAcademy, 2021). The
database has high-resolution photos and a panoramic view
of 30 caves. Besides by providing a virtual tour on e-
dunhuang, the digitized heritages are also used in developing
impressive artworks for exhibition using latest technologies,
i.e., holographic projection, 3D sphere screen, embedded
apps on social networks, immersive exhibition, and IMAX
screen. These new forms of exhibition have attracted the
public attention and gave the viewers different experiences
in appreciating the splendid and culture-rich Dunhuang her-
itage. Subsequently, the digitization works have significantly
promoted the public awareness of heritage reservation and
protection. More importantly, digital Dunhuang is providing
data access for academic research, fine art, and educa-
tion

1.2 Challenges in Traditional Cultural Heritage
Protection

Although the e-Heritage helps in efficiently recording and
modeling the heritage sites very well, some problems, such
as restoration, archaeology research, and creative material
production, still need to be solved. Such digital archiving
data are useful not only for the preservation in digital form
of our irreplaceable treasures for future generations but also
for the physical/virtual restoration and cyber archaeology.
Cyber archaeology uses those modeling results (e-Heritage)
for investigation and analysis with computer in the archaeol-
ogy research area (Ikeuchi, 2013).

1.2.1 Virtual Restoration

The e-Heritage data fromDunhuangAcademy are frequently
used in exhibitions in various forms. The practical demands
from the public exhibitions are different from archaeological
demands, which require the presented content to be com-
pletely genuine. Regardless the artworks are printed in hard
copies or on digital screens, the public exhibitions consider
elegance of the e-Heritage more, and the exhibition goers
would like to appreciate the artworks as intact as at the
time they were created. In such scenarios, it is appropri-
ate to present virtually restored e-heritage in image form if
the global and local contextual consistency can be guaran-
teed. With the development of computer technology, image
processing, graphics and other techniques have been increas-
ingly applied to the preservation of cultural relics. Virtual
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Fig. 1 The Dunhuang Grottoes at the edge of the desert preserves the large amount of cultural heritage in different forms. a Buddha sculpture in
Cave No. 158 at Mogao Grottoes, b rich paintings on the wall and roof inside of a grotto, and c outside view of the Grottoes and its external ancient
constructions

Fig. 2 Data acquisition in different periods: Utilization of a a large film camera, b a manual digital method, c an ultra-large frame camera, and d
an automated digital method

restoration has become a research hotspot of digital preser-
vation.

In virtual restoration, the operation targets are images
instead of objects themselves. This approach can avoid dam-
ages to the original ancient paintings, andminimize the risk of
physical protection and repair process. In the past, e-Heritage
images are manually repaired and enhanced by artists, as
shown in Fig. 3. However, the manual virtual restoration by
human is prohibitively costly. The artists are required to be
well-trained and familiar with the drawing skills of ancient
time, and the process involves careful structure sketching and

color painting. The training and practice for skilled artists
consume a substantial amount of time and human resources
(Hou et al., 2018).

1.2.2 Historical Property Retrieval

Archaeologists carry out their work mostly by inspecting
the e-Heritage, including knowing the overall statistics of e-
Heritage in very detail, such as humans, trees and Apsaras.
Instead of reviewing numeric images one by one and scan-
ning the detailed content by raw eyes, which is unrealistic,
an object detector can accelerate archaeologists’ work of
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Fig. 3 An example of result of
manual restoration. a Wall
painting damaged due to aging.
b Partially restored by experts
(the upper lost regions are
carefully in-painted with, and
with slightly color
enhancement)

Fig. 4 Inscriptionswith deterioration. aThe inscription in the red frame
is inscribed as “Dadai, Dawei, and Datong fourth years (AD 538) in
Mogao Cave No. 285”. b The inscription in the red frame is inscribed
as “Dadai, Dawei, and Datong fifth years (AD 539)” in Mogao Cave
No.285. c Mogao Cave No. 290 depicts a benefactor of the Northern

Zhou Dynasty wearing a high crown, a long robe, and an overcoat on
the shoulders (AD 557–AD581). d In Mogao Cave No. 409, the donors
in the Uygur Era wore robes with lapels, tiny peach-shaped crowns on
their heads, and red robes all over their bodies (AD 907–AD960) (Color
figure online)

finding out the targeted elements and provide important clues
for further archaeological research. For example, the inscrip-
tion in the mural is extremely important for determining the
content of the mural. Archaeological researchers can analyze
in which year the cave was excavated by combining the year
recorded and the events described by the inscription shown
in Fig. 4, with the characteristics of ancient time, such as the
clothes, decorations, andmakeup of the donor. If the different
elements in theMogao Grottoes can be provided to archaeol-
ogists for comparative analysis, then the dating of theMogao
Grottoes will be more accurate, and some new content will
even be discovered, as reported by Wang (2019).

1.2.3 Artistic Style Transfer

Cultural heritage carries the art from the past. The artistic
style is oneof themost important aspects of an artwork,which
is the summary of characteristics froma set of images, includ-
ing color distribution, drawing skill, and texture. Different
artistic styles created with unique sketch skill and arrange-
ments of elements and painted in various color distributions
are used to support different themes. Some artistic stylesmay
share some subtle similarities, while others show evident dif-
ferences. Examples of different styles are shown in Fig. 5,
the theme, elements and color distribution of those styles are
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Fig. 5 The murals are created by artists from the 4th to 14th centuries. Murals that created in different era have significantly different styles. a
Northern Wei Dynasty(AD 386–AD 534), b Sui Dynasty (AD 581–AD 618), c Western Xia Dynasty (AD 1038–AD 1227), and d High Tang
Dynasty (AD 705–AD 781)

different, while the green color in Fig. 5a and d and the blue
color in Fig. 5b and c are very similar. To make cultural art
alive in modern time and attract public interest, Dunhuang
Academy is working on artistic style transfer that could con-
vert the artistic characteristics of e-Heritage images into daily
photos, videos, and even sketches. For example, the interac-
tive design project Dome to Home in Mogao Caves Cloud
Museummini program has attracted an enormous amount of
page views, and it needs to provide users with enough image
design options with lower entry of creation and higher effi-
ciency.The systemprovides rich elements that extracted from
domes, with user friendly design system. It encourages users
to participate and create a unique scarf of their own.With the
page view over 40 million, it had increased the awareness of
the cultural heritage from Dunhuang.

1.3 Introducing Artifical Intelligence to Dunhuang
Cultural Heritage Protection

In recent years, the heritage sites started to applyAI in protec-
tion, restoration, and archeologywith the advance of artificial
intelligence and computer vision technology. For example,
AI is used for ancient character recognition (Haliassos et
al., 2020), automatic recognition of archaeological pottery
from excavations around the world (Anichini et al., 2020),
and generate sketch for ancientmural paintings automatically
(Pan et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2018). The Dunhuang Academy
is proposing to collaborate with multiple research institutes

over the world, aiming to adopt the state-of-the-art computer
vision technology for preservation and restoration. Among
these collaborating research institutes are Tianjin University,
ZhejiangUniversity,WuhanUniversity, JinanUniversity, and
University of Amsterdam, which have outstanding computer
vision labs in the region. Many tasks are carried out, includ-
ing virtual restoration (Yu et al., 2019b), cultural property
retrieval, and artistic style transfer.

With the large scale of data collected,DunhuangAcademy
is trying to apply the state-of-the-art artificial intelligence
methods into solving problems and meet the demands in var-
ious directions (e.g. archaeology, education and exhibition).
In this work, we focus on three tasks:

1.3.1 Virtual Restoration

The Dunhuang Academy has been trying to use data driven
approach to in-paint the deteriorated regions with human
label masks. The archaeologists judge what kind or where
the deteriorated regions should be restored, while machine
learning model in-paints the regions with texture learned
from other similar intact regions, and the restored results
are reviewed by artistic experts. In such collaborative way
by expert guidance and machine intelligence, Dunhuang
Academy can ensure high quality virtual restoration. The
virtual restoration started from easier challenges rather than
difficult ones. The early attempts focused on restoring the
lost content in deteriorated regions with simpler structures
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Fig. 6 Inputs, output, and groundtruth of the virtual restoration method: a simulated deteriorated e-Heritage image; b simulated deterioration mask;
c restored result; d groundtruth

and textures. Restoring a complex structure with rich details
(e.g., faces of Buddhas) is challenging. Figure 6 shows
the examples of an input and an output for the trained in-
painting model. The expected virtual restored results are
required to be locally and globally consistent and aligned
with human perceptions. Specifically, the color should be
correctly in-painted, and the new textures should be simi-
lar to the surrounding well-maintained regions, and viewers
should feel natural about the line segments and structure of
the in-painted objects.

At present, Dunhuang Academy is working on virtual
restoration for the simple deteriorated regions using a deep
learning model with partial convolutional modules (Nazeri
et al., 2019a). During this initial attempt, we found that the
structure of the output result may not fit the context well in
some complex cases, or the generated edge may not agree
with the understanding of experts. To solve this problem,
DunhuangAcademy proposed to use the EdgeConnect (Naz-
eri et al., 2019b), which firstly generates optimal structural
edges that perceptually fit well in the local context, and then
in-paint color and textures.

1.3.2 Heritage Property Retrieval

The demand for heritage property retrieval or automatic con-
tent understanding in archeology is high.

To meet these practical demands, Dunhuang Academy is
trying to use object detection technology to build up an intel-
ligent retrieval model; the model can detect the pre-defined
elements and classify some patterns using multi-modal data.
In other words, if an archaeologist labels a target object in
an image and provides some archaeological information as
prior, the an intelligent retrieval model should find out the
similar elements in the same image and the given related
images. Multi-modal data (e.g., visual information, dynasty
label, and descriptive text), which are key characteristics, can
be used to describe the target objects.

Currently, the pre-defined objects are limited to common
elements. In the future, a special detector can also be built for
specific objects, and it can be used as an analyzer to search
these objects in all mural paintings. The understanding of
the local regions enable the archaeologists to locate similar
patterns/elements in amural painting or cross different paint-
ings, which can deepen the understanding of association of
the elements and may lead to new findings. However, we still
face some challenges. First, the elements in e-Heritage are
naturally unbalanced in number. Elements in some categories
have more samples, while some have quite few. Another
insight of the unbalanced data is that some elements exist
across multiple mural paintings, while some elements only
appear once in a single mural painting. Second, some ele-
ments can be highly non-rigid in the e-Heritage. The objects
in same categories may dramatically change their forms and
appear in different shapes with diverse artistic style, caus-
ing the objects in the feature space to be sparse. The apsaras
are the cases in point. The apsaras were usually painted in a
romantic style with a spanning shape and long decorated rib-
bons in various bright colors to render the apsaras different
from ordinary humans while share some humanoid charac-
teristics. Third, labeling data by the professionalwith domain
knowledge is costly. Relatively fewer available annotations
causes the retrieval model prone to over-fitting, resulting in
poor test time performance. Finally, noises and deterioration
can affect model performance. The e-Heritage covers almost
all themural paintings, including some seriously deteriorated
ones. How to handle these samples from deteriorated paint-
ings is a challenging decision.

In some complex cases, a light-weight CNN model with
a fine-tune routine and few-shot learning is also considered.
The archaeologists can label a new category of objects and
output the similar object in the order of similarity rankings.
The model should be able to quickly learn from limited
labeled data. In another case, new data are still acquired using
updated instruments, and the continuous labeling is costly.
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Few-shot learning aims to provide a more automatic labeling
process.

1.3.3 Artistic Style Transfer

How can the present life incorporate the extracted artistic
styles? The answer can be style transfer. A typical example
is that an ordinary photo captured in daily scene are cast-ed
with a Dunhuang e-Heritage style. The input photo provides
the content (i.e., structural information), while the set of e-
Heritage image implicitly contains the style (i.e., summary
characteristics). The output photo is a fusion of the rendered
e-Heritage style and the photo content.

Dunhuang Academy is working on fine-grained style
definition. The artistic styles are defined by experts using
knowledge of history and art. These styles are clusters of
image with similar function in painting, scene, or era. After
a style is well-defined, data are collected to form a style
dataset. The state-of-the-art CNN-based artistic style trans-
fer methods for digital image are used to extract the summary
of characteristics from the training data in theDunhuang style
domain, and the style are casted onto images from another
domain (i.e., daily photos).

There are main challenges in this task. First, there is no
existing paired data. The scenes in the ancient paintings have
no corresponding counterparts in the other domain. Second,
the artistic style should be pre-defined by human experts in
history and art, who do not have knowledge inmachine learn-
ing. The cost of exchange is high in a building dataset. Third,
the evaluation criteria and quantitative analysis on the results
are not well established and sometimes require human visual
inspection and subjective perceptions during result evalua-
tion. To address the problem of unpaired dataset, Dunhuang
Academy proposed to use the unpaired image-to-image style
transfer methods(e.g.,Cycle-GAN) (Zhu et al., 2017).

1.4 Structure of this Paper

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we
introduce technologies and projects that are related to her-
itage protection, with particular focus on recent AI-based
technologies. In Sects. 3 to 5, we present how Dunhuang
Academy is using AI-based technologies to propose solu-
tions for Dunhuang heritage protection. Each section covers
one of the three major tasks, namely, virtual restoration,
visual heritage property retrieval, and artistic style transfer,
respectively. In each of these sections, we introduce techni-
cal details about the formation of the datasets, the proposed
baseline methodologies, implementations and experiments,
and comparative analysis and discussion on the results. The
final Sect. 6 concludes this paper.

2 RelatedWorks

2.1 Virtual Restoration

Image restoration methods are divided into two types. One
type is based on traditional image processed techniques,
while the other type is based on deep learning methods. The
latter is current advance and research focus.

Conventional methods are based on the diffiusion tech-
niques. Given the to-be-restored holes, the diffiusion-based
methods (Ballester et al., 2001; Bertalmio et al., 2000; Levin
& Weiss, 2003) in-paint the holes by propagating the local
contextual visual information from the surrounding periph-
eral regions. These methods focus on how to propagate
semantic information, e.g., extending the isophote direction
field (Ballester et al., 2001; Bertalmio et al., 2000), or rely-
ing on statistical features or visual features (Levin & Weiss,
2003). These conventional methods can only properly in-
paint small regions and simple texture. Accordngly, their
applications are limited. Some methods are used in dust
removal task in filmscanning and only coarsely in-paint small
regions with molds or thin scratches. The more sophisticated
patch-based methods outperform the diffusion-based meth-
ods. The patch-based methods can restore larger deteriorated
regions with better local consistence in texture. The first
patched-based method (Efros & Leung, 1999) was proposed
by Efros et al., who used a texture synthesis framework for a
novel copy-paste scheme. The copy-paste scheme searches
possible patches from images in a source dataset, retrieves the
patch with highest similarity, and pastes the patch into loss
region in the target image. Later, the patch-based framework
is employed by several methods (Barnes et al., 2009; Huang
et al., 2014; Kwatra et al., 2005; Simakov et al., 2008;Wexler
et al., 2007), and these methods further introduced optimiza-
tion process to smooth the inconsistency between in-painted
and original textures. Particularly, PatchMatch (Barnes et
al., 2009), proposed by Barnes et al., increases the process-
ing speed to the sub-real-time level by greatly reducing the
computational cost. A major disadvantage of patch-based
methods is that these methods have difficulties in restoring
textures or structures if proper matching occurs between the
restoring regions and the candidate patches in a prior knowl-
edge dataset. Rather than synthetically generating a learned
texture, these patch-based methods rely on matching local
pixels or their texture features. The in-painting content is
associated to a set of given template images,which is a library
where candidate patches are fetched from. Thus, if thematch-
ing does not occur, or the measurement is not suitable for the
pair-wise match, then the restored results can be unrelated to
the local context.

The state-of-the-art image restoration techniques are
driven by the statistical learning-based methods. In partic-
ular, convolutional neural network (CNN)-based methods,
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which have a set of new base-lines in many signal process-
ing areas, are themost advance in recent years. Earlymethods
(Pathak et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2017) in this category focus
on in-painting a rigid rectangular blank region at the cen-
ter of a target image. Pathak et al. (2016)] first proposed
a Context Encoder, which uses an asymmetric end-to-end
CNN. The input is an 128 × 128 image with a large blank
region, while the output is an estimated 64 × 64 restored
content for the blank region in the input image. The Con-
text Encoder encodes visual information of non-blank region
and maps it onto the groundtruth content underlining a blank
region at the center by taking the advantages of the pow-
erfully feature embedding capability of the CNNs. Yang et
al. (2017) introduced a multi-scale neural patch synthesis
into the Context Encoder by adding a joint optimization of
the image content and texture constraints. The improvement
results in finer semantic details in the restored results. Song
et al. (2018) proposed a stacking multi-scale inference and
used a Patch-Swap operation to optimize the semantic tex-
ture and post-process restored regions. It too rigid and strong
to assume that the images are mostly corrupted by a rectan-
gular patch in the center. Iizuka et al. (2017) and Yu et al.
(2018) dropped this concept and proposed the assumption
that the restoring regions can be in non-rigid shapes. The new
assumption is more flexible and similar to daily corruptions
in images. The regions to be restored are generally given in
the form of mask. One of the side-product advantages is that
these methods reduce the risk of over-fitting the rectangular
blank regions. Iizuka et al. (2017) used a generative adver-
sarial network (GAN) framework with two discriminators.
The discriminators try to correctly classify the local restore
texture and global generated image, and the wrongly clas-
sify results are used as GAN loss for updating the generator.
Yu et al. (2018) extended the GAN-based method (Iizuka
et al., 2017) by integrating an attention mechanism. Lately,
(Liu et al., 2018) proposed Partial Convolution. The partial
convolutional layer is designed to gradually fuse image and
the mask for restoring regions in down-sampling process of
the encoder. In the decoder, the merged low-level features
are up-sampled onto an output image. The local in-painted
texture in the output image is further extracted and merged
with undeteriorated texture to form a final restored image.
Nazeri et al. (2019b) proposed EdgeConnect, which consists
of two generator models. One model is to predict the struc-
tural information in the restoring regions (i.e. edge map).
Meanwhile, another generator uses the edge map as the with
guidance to in-paint the color and texture.

2.2 Historical Property Retrieval

A good object detector can improve the efficiency of histor-
ical property retrieval. Here, we mainly review some works
related to object detection. Object detection is a computer

technology on computer vision and image processing that
deals with detecting instances of semantic objects of a cer-
tain class (such as humans, buildings, or vehicles) in digital
images and videos.Well-researched domains of object detec-
tion include multi-category detection, edge detection, salient
object detection, pose detection, scene text detection, face
detection, and pedestrian detection. Object detection, as an
important part of scene understanding, has been widely used
in many fields of modern life, such as security, military,
transportation, medical, and life fields. Furthermore, many
datasets have appeared and played an important role in the
object detection field to date, such as Caltech (Dollar et al.,
2011), KITTI (Geiger et al., 2012), ImageNet (Russakovsky
et al., 2015), PASCAL VOC (Everingham et al., 2010), and
MS COCO (Lin et al., 2014).

The existing domain-specific image object detectors can
be divided into two categories. One is the two-stage detector,
such as Fast R-CNN (Girshick, 2015). The other one is a one-
stage detector, such as YOLO (Redmon et al., 2016) and SSD
(Liu et al., 2016). Two-stage detectors have high localization
and object recognition accuracy divided by an ROI (region
of interest) pooling layer, whereas the one-stage detectors
achieve high inference speed. For instance, in Faster R-CNN
(Ren et al., 2016), the first stage, called RPN, a Region Pro-
posal Network, proposes candidate object bounding boxes.
In the second stage, features are extracted by RoIPool (RoI
Pooling) operation from each candidate box for the following
classification and bounding-box regression tasks. Further-
more, the one-stage detectors propose predicted boxes from
input images directly without region proposal step; thus, they
are time efficient and can be used for real-time devices.

2.3 Artistic Style Transfer

Artistic style transfer is to cast the summary of artistic char-
acteristics of an image or a set of image on to target image
without affecting the semantic content of the target. The tra-
ditional style transfer algorithm (Hertzmann et al., 2001;
Portilla & Simoncelli, 2000) for each style image manually
establishes a mathematical or statistical model and changes
the image or video frame to be migrated to make them better
conform to the model. Researchers began to combine neural
networks with exploring new style representation and trans-
fer algorithms. Gatys et al. (2016) first applied the deep
neural network to the field of style transfer. The current
research of neural style transfer method is mainly divided
into two directions. The first one is the slow online image
optimization method based on sum statistics or nonpara-
metric Markov random fields (MRFs). The other one is the
fast offline model optimization method based on single style
single model, multi-style single model, and arbitrary style
single model. The outstanding feature of a single style single
model fast neural algorithm is that each model can only carry
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out the migration task of a single style. Although the single
style and single model method can realize the rapid styl-
ization process, each model can only target a specific style,
and the network needs to be retrained for other styles. The
flexibility of the model is very poor, which will consume a
lot of time and computing resources. Some methods based
on intermediate feature transformation (Li et al., 2017; Lu
et al., 2019; Yoo et al., 2019) were proposed to solve this
problem. The main idea is to train a network of coders and
decoders to reconstruct the content image. Then, the fea-
tures of the content image obtained by the coder were given
some features of the style image through some intermedi-
ate feature transformation operations. Subsequently, the style
transferred image style transfer was reconstructed through
the network of decoders.

3 Virtual Restoration

Virtual restoration technology helps artists in repairing the
decaying regions of the e-Heritage images, which can be bet-
ter presented in public exhibitions or artistic re-creation. In
this section, we introduce how a dataset for virtual restoration
for Dunhuang e-Heritage is generated. The process includes
the generation of two types of masks, which simulate two
common deteriorations in the heritage (i.e., the decaying and
physical damages). Two state-of-the-art methods are com-
paratively studied and vigorously tested using the proposed
dataset.

3.1 Dataset for Virtual Restoration

Given that virtual restoration is an ill-formed task that
groundtruth texture/color of the deteriorated regions no
longer exists, we use the mostly intact images or regions
along with the simulated deterioration as training images.
The training samples consist of two items: an intact image
and a mask. The mask marks the region of deteriorated con-
tent, and it is used to tell the machine learning model that the
content of the underlying pixels is no longer available.

The datasets consist of intact images and themasks, which
are used as groundtruth and to simulate deteriorated samples.
Building such a dataset for virtual restoration that is similar to
the practical task is difficult. On the one hand, deteriorated
regions might be caused by a variety of factors and have
a variety of forms, therefore the corresponding simulated
masks should be similar to deterioration. On the other hand,
the images should be of high quality, with few sounds and
enough visual information. This visual information would
be embedded in the model. Thus, its information distribu-
tion should be consistent with the targeting test set, which
contains deteriorated images and regions to be restored.How-
ever, it is unavoidable that the virtual restoration model will

learn noises from the e-Heritage data, which always contain
some noise. The archaeologists are employed to determine
if the area of paintings can be used for training set. This
manual evaluation includes the type, density, and level of
deteriorations. The selected images go through a preprocess
to generate sample patches. The preprocess includes random
cropping and resizing. The heavily deteriorated patches are
useless for training and are manually filtered, further reduc-
ing noises in the training set. The validation set is generated
in the same manner as the training set.

Two types of masks that simulated the different types of
deteriorations are generated for evaluating the performances
of restoration results and the similarity of generated content
to the groundtruth. Here, we called them dust-like and jelly-
like masks according to their morphological characteristics.
The dust-like masks simulate deterioration from molds or
salting erosion, while the jelly-like masks simulate physi-
cal damages or sabotages. The dust-like masks are generated
through following steps: Step (1) A canvas is initialized as
a square blank image by setting all its pixels in white color,
i.e., of value 1. This canvas used in drawing pixels show
deteriorated regions. The canvas size is 256 × 256. Step
(2) We randomly pick a start point P0 on the canvas. Step
(3) We perform a random walk in an iterative way. Once a
pixel is walked on, its value is set to 0. A pixel is allowed
to be walked on multiple times. The default number of walk
steps is 10,000. The latter type of jelly-like mask is generated
based on the dust-likemasks.We further remove small noises
and reserve the irregular block-like regions using open-close
functions and image erosion.

3.2 Methodology

An end-to-end neural network, which outputs a map con-
taining the synthesized content in the corresponding regions
without additional post-processing, must be created to auto-
matically in-paint the deteriorated regions with synthesized
content. The end-to-end neural network takes in the original
image and the mask at one end. Then, a predicted image is
outputted as the same size of the original image at the other
end. The method avoids hand-designed pre-processing opti-
mization for the restored semantic content using the powerful
capability of regression and prediction of CNN. Let Iinput ,
M , Iout , and Ir be the original input image, mask, output
image from the networks, and final restored image. Supposed
that the width and height of the network input are N , and the
input color image Iinput with regions to be restored is in the
size of N × 3. If the input image is not square, then it will
be re-scaled to be square to ensure that the ratio is consis-
tent with the network input. The mask M , which is of size
M × N , labels whether the pixels belongs to deteriorated or
intact regions. The labeled deteriorated regions are generally
in irregular non-rigid shapes. The output image contains tex-
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tural and stylistic information of both the labeled deteriorated
and the unlabeled regions. The end-to-end network serves as
a function that maps from an input color image and a mask
to an output color image of same size: f : (Iinput , M)out .
The final restored image Ir , containing both original intact
content and synthesized content, is the pixel-wise combina-
tion of Iinput and Iout . Given the mask M , restored image Ir

is computed as Ir = Iinput ◦ M + Iout ◦ (1 − M), where ◦
is the pixel-wise multiplication. The key of this process is to
find out and train an effective end-to-end neural networks
f (·), whose output content of masked regions has mini-
mal perceptual difference from the groundtruth. In following
subsections, we will introduce the models, implementation
details, and experimental results of two baseline models: (1)
PConv and (2) EdgeConnect.

3.2.1 Baseline 1: PConv

We take the advantages of theU-like end-to-endnetworkwith
skip connections and partial convolutions layers (PConv)
(Liu et al., 2018) to generate the synthesized content for
deteriorated regions of the Dunhuang Grottoes The network
architecture, a variant of encoder-decoder configurations,
is shown in Fig. 7 (Yu et al., 2019a). The encoder and
decoder are not mirrored in a symmetric structure like the
conventional U-nets (Ronneberger et al., 2015). The ReLU
activation function is used in each layer in the encoder except
for the first layer. Between layers, the batch normaliza-
tions are used on the feature maps. The decoder has similar
structure to the encoder but are in reverse order. The skip
connections directly pass feature maps from the i th layer of
encoder to the (8-i)th layer of decoder.

The key components in a partial convolutional network are
the partial convolutional blocks,whichmakeuse of the down-
sampling to fuse the mask into the deep features. The mask
serves as a conditional inverse attention for the networks.
The mathematical formula of partial convolution operation
is given as follows:

x ′′ =
{

W T (X ′ ◦ M ′) 1
sum(M ′) + b if sum(M ′) > 0,

0 otherwise.
(1)

where X ′ and M ′ are the input feature maps and mask at
the entry of a partial convolutional block, respectively; ◦ is
the element-wise multiplication; WT and b are the weight
and bias of a filter, respectively; and x ′′ is the output value of
partial convolution.When being passed down in the encoder,
themask gradually decayed bymergingwith the neighboring
regions in each layer. The mask is updated with a decaying
process as:

m′′ =
{
1 if sum(M ′) > 0,

0 otherwise.
. (2)

Each partial convolutional block down-samples the fea-
ture maps and the mask. When the mask reaches the
bottleneck, the value in the mask will be all ones, indicat-
ing that all the masking information has been fused into the
embedding low-level features. During the down-sampling
and decaying, the decayed mask and partial convolution
not only smoothen the feature maps but also fill the vacant
regions in the subsequent feature maps, in which is of all
zeros in the first layer. The overall loss for training the pro-
posed end-to-end partial convolutional neural networks is
linear combination ofmultiple loss terms that take account of
different considerations, including content differences, style
differences, and smoothing constraint. The overall loss is
given as follows:

L = λcontent Lcontent + λstyle Lstyle + λT V LT V , (3)

where Lcontent , Lstyle, and LT V are the content loss, style
loss (Johnson et al., 2016), and total variation (TV) loss,
respectively; and λcontent , λstyle and λT V are the balancing
coefficients for the corresponding loss, respectively. With
regard to the content and style losses, we employ VGG-
16 ImageNet pre-trained network (Simonyan & Zisserman,
2014) as the loss network φ to extract the deep feature maps.

3.2.2 Baseline 2: EdgeConnect Nazeri et al. (2019b)

The fundamental idea of EdgeConnect is to use aCNNmodel
to predict the edge or contours of objects (Xie & Tu, 2015)
(Canny, 1986) in the deteriorated regions, and then, use
another CNN model to in-paint the color and texture with
guidance of the predicted edges. The summary of the Edge-
Connect method is presented in Fig. 8. The method contains
two major generator models, namely, G1 and G2. G1 is the
edge generator, while G2 is the in-painter. The inference pro-
cess can be given as follows:

Iout = G2(I , M, C |θ1)), C = G1(g(I ), M, c(I )|θ1), (4)

where G1 predicts the edges or object contours C in the
masked regions given grayscale image g(I ), mask, M , and
current edge c(I ). Function g(·) calculates the grayscale
image from RGB image, and c(·) computes the edges on
unmasked region. C is the new edge map with an estimated
edge in the deteriorated regions.

A combination of the different loss functions is used dur-
ing the training to properly constrain the output. A hinge
variant of GAN loss and feature-matching loss are employed
for training the edge generator G1. The feature matching
uses the VGG pre-trained model (Simonyan & Zisserman,
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Fig. 7 Architecture of the
PConv networks

Fig. 8 Architecture of the
EdgeConnect baseline

2014), and the feature matching is based on the deep fea-
tures that extracted from the VGG model. More constraints
are consideredwhen training the in-painter G2 because of the
complex nature of the measuring difference of the content in
the images. The hybrid loss for G2 consists of L1 loss, the
hinge loss Lh , perceptual loss L prec, and style loss Lstyle

(Johnson et al., 2016), which is given as follows:

LG2 = λ1L1 + λh Lh + λprec L prec + λstyle Lstyle. (5)

3.2.3 Implementation

The tested methods are implemented in PyTorch. The input
and output sizes of the end-to-end networks are 256x256. The
images of the different sizes and scale ratios are re-scaled to
fit the input size of the network. The implemented method is
trained and tested on X86 PC powered by Intel i5 CPU@3.7

GHz, 16 GB RAM, Ubuntu 16.04 OS, Nvidia GTX Titan Xp
with 11 GB memory.

We use two stages to train the two baseline end-to-end
networks: (1) the first stage is to pre-train a partial con-
volutional network for diverse low-level feature-extracting
capability. The pre-training stage is carried out on the Place2
dataset (Zhou et al., 2018). (2) The second stage fine-tunes
the pre-trained model to fit in our grottoes restoration task.
The pre-training allows the network to generalize its low-
level filters on a diverse dataset to ensure that it could extract
various deep features for the latter stage. The Place2 dataset
contains 10 million images, which cover numerous different
kinds of texture. Given that the Place2 dataset is large enough
to contain diverse visual information, data augmentation is
not used in the first training stage; and all training images
are randomly sampled from the huge Place2 dataset. In the
second training stage, data augmentation techniques are used
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in pre-processing the input images to avoid over-fitting the
style and dynamically generate more training samples. The
augmentation includes random vertical flip, random hori-
zontal flip, random 90-degree rotation, random change of
saturation, random adjustment of Gamma value, and random
adding Gaussian Noise. The loss value is back-propagated
through all parameters in the network in the first and second
stages. The parameter settings for training the two baselines
are as follows.

3.2.4 PConv

In the first training stage, the partial convolutional network
is trained on the Place2 dataset (Zhou et al., 2018) to obtain
a pre-trained model. During pre-training, we use an Adam as
optimizer and set the learn rate to 2e–4. The size of the mini
batch is 16. The weighting coefficients λcontent , λstyle, and
λT V for the corresponding loss functions are set to be 0.05,
1000, and 0.1, respectively. In the second training stage, the
network is fine-tuned by fixing some weights in low level
filters. Specifically, the parameters of batch normalization
layer in the encoder of the network are frozen and no longer
updated. The parameter settings of fine-tuning are similar to
those in the pre-train stage except that the learn rate decreases
to 5e–05.

3.2.5 EdgeConnect

The pretrained model is obtained directly from the public
resources, and it is trained by the author using the Place2
dataset. The training involved 2 steps, each of which has
different learning rates and interactions between the G1 and
G2 models. In the second stage, we freeze the parameters

in the edge generator G1, while fine-tune the performance of
G2 with a learning rate of 1e-5 on amixed dataset. Themixed
dataset is a combination of the training set from Dunhuang
and place2 dataset with 0.5 sampling probabilities for each
subset.

3.3 Experiment

In the experiments, the implemented methods are tested on
image samples cropped from raw Apsaras data, which is del-
icately photographed and provided by Dunhuang Academy.
After generating Apsaras dataset, we conducted two experi-
ments for the two baselines. Then, we conducted quantitative
and qualitative comparison on the results of the two kinds of
masks.

The results from the two types of masks are evalu-
ated by four different criteria: (1) total variation (TV), (2)
peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), (3) structural similar-
ity (SSIM), and (4) HaarPSI. Among these criteria, total
variation only accepts single image input, while others are
pair-wise metrics that measure similarities between results
and their corresponding groundtruths. PSNR indicates the
local statistical similarity; SSIMmeasures the local structural
similarity; andHaarPSImeasures the perceptual similarity in
wavelet domain. The TV metric only indicates the a charac-
teristic of the image and is not related to quality of the image.
Meanwhile, ahigher value in other threemetrics means better
results.

Figures 9 and10present the comparison results usingdust-
like and jelly-like masks, respectively. The results of PConv
and EdgeConnect are aligned with the GT for easier compar-
ison. The restored regions are similar to the groundtruth in
terms of style and color. Although the in-painted texture is

Fig. 9 Virtual restoration results on the Apsaras test set with dust-like masks
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Fig. 10 Virtual restoration results on the Apsaras test set with jelly-like masks

different from the original content to a certain extent, the in-
painted texture is locally and perceptually consistent. In Fig.
9, which presents results restored from the dust-like masks,
we can notice the different behaviors from the two compar-
ing methods. EdgeConnect seems not able to restore the tiny
single-pixel deteriorations by leaving the white dots in the
result image. PConv, which seems able to restore tiny deteri-
orations, has some noticeable local inconsistency that some
pixels are not well blended in the region in color.

In Fig. 10, the jelly-like mask poses more challenges for
PConv than the EdgeConnect. Although PConv in-painted
more details, certain artifacts unrelated to the local regions
tends to exists in some results, which disagree with the
groundtruth. Moreover, the boundaries of segments are not
well restored. Meanwhile, the EdgeConnect in-paints bet-
ter texture. Although some edges are generated not sharp
enough compared with the groundtruth, the perception of
these restored regions are real, and it is good enough to cheat
human eyes. In both methods, the details may not be suffi-
cient to fully recover the large block of masked regions.

The proposedmethods can be adopted in practice as assis-
tive software and work together with human artists. From
the perspective of e-Heritage protection, we conclude that
the computer vision-basedmethods can restore decayed con-
tents.

Tables 1 and 2 present the quantitative results of the two
different masks under different performance criteria. The
results are from Apsaras testset. It shows that the two base-
lines almost have opposite performance on the same test
set but with different types of masks. The result data are
consistent with the qualitative results. In Table 1, the Edge-
Connect has much higher TV value due to the white dots,
which are pixels that are not successfully interpolated. In the

Table 1 Quantitative results on theApsaras test setwith dust-likemasks
by different criteria

Method PSNR TV HaarPSI SSIM

EdgeConnect 21.721 23602.29 0.6829 0.6497

PConv 24.850 17443.60 0.7325 0.7410

Table 2 Quantitative results on the Apsaras test set with jelly-like
masks by different criteria

Method PSNR TV HaarPSI SSIM

EdgeConnect 28.169 17960.88 0.8710 0.8301

PConv 27.843 17318.04 0.8568 0.8404

other measured results on the dust-like mask, PConv shows
better performance than EdgeConnect because of better local
consistency. In Table 2, the value of TVmetric indicatesmore
local variation in the restored regions of results of the PConv
than that of EdgeConnect. This is because the PConv gener-
ates some artifacts in the restored regions, which has higher
value variation. In the HaarPSI metric, EdgeConnect outper-
formsPConv,which indicates a better perceptual similarity to
the groundtruth. We review the qualitative results and found
that the correct edge predictionmight contribute to the higher
performance.

3.4 Results on Real Deteriorations

To show the effectiveness for practice, we prototype a virtual
restoration software and conducted a test on real deterio-
rated e-heritage data using EdgeConnectmodel and jelly-like
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mask. Showed in Fig. 11, a Tkinker-based graphic user
interface (GUI) is designed to interact with the artist for
importing image, obtaining mask, and showing and compar-
ing in-painted result. After importing an image, we employ
an interactive segmentation method (Sofiiuk et al., 2020) for
semi-automatically segment the deteriorating regions. The
interactive segmentation method only required the artist to
give some cues about where a deteriorated region is with 1-3
mouse clicks. Comparing to manual drawing the mask, this
semi-automatic process for obtaining deteriorated regions
saves much time for artists, especially when there are many
smaller scattered physical damages in the image. The mask
can be saved or used as input for inpainting method. The out-
put of the interactive segmentation is morphologically very
similar to the jelly-like mask. After invoking the inpainting
methods, the final result is showed side by side with the orig-
inal image.

Figure 12 shows some of the restoration results on real
deteriorations using EdgeConnect trained with jelly-like
masks. The segmentedmasks thatmark physical damages are
consistent with actual deteriorations. It is easy to observed
that the in-painted textures on the small deteriorated regions
is better integrated with the surrounding region, compared
to the large deteriorated regions. For the large deteriorated
regions, we find that the inpainting model has difficulties in
predicting the structural information in the large deteriorated
regions. This is because larger deteriorated regions and their
external contexts are less related, and the inpainting model
cannot find out the structural connection between them. As
there is no groundtruth for real deteriorations, we can only
judge results with subjective reasoning and feeling. Most of
virtual restoration results on real deteriorations give us a bet-
ter overall feeling compared to the original image.

4 Heritage Property Retrieval

Object detectionmethod is the core technology forDunhuang
property retrieval. On the one hand, retrieving properties can
facilitate archeologists in searching properties across differ-
ent paintings by automatically locating the target objects in
the large e-Heritage images, and help archeologists in inves-
tigating target objects by placing them side by side. On the
other hand, the object detectionmethod enables heritage pro-
tection institute to obtain statistical information of properties
in e-Heritage, and similarity matrix built up for a category
allows people to understand the heritage from a global view.
In this section, we will introduce the built up of a dataset for
Heritage Property Retrieval, the methods that benchmark,
implementation details and evaluation settings, and finally,
the experimental results and discussion.

4.1 Dataset for Heritage Property Retrieval

The murals of Dunhuang Grottoes have a large scaled area
with substantial contents, which consists of various subjects,
for example, apsaras, donors, animals, inscriptions, bridges,
music instruments, pagodas, trees, and thousand Buddhas.,
as shown in Fig. 13. The corresponding quantity of the above
subjects varies from tens, hundreds, thousands, or even tens
of thousands.

The image identification of Dunhuang mural dataset is
constructed by selecting five types of representative subjects,
which have large number of amounts, easily recognized pic-
tures, and high attention, following the process steps of the
whole wall digital image acquisition(as show in Fig. 14 ),
random cutting, object annotation, and others.

Figure 14 (a) shows the images of Thousand Buddhas in
the north slope of the main chamber of Mogao cave No.
237. (b) The paintings of “Mount Wutai” from Mogao Cave
No. 61, one of the existing paintings of Mount Wutai with
the largest area, the most complex content, the richest per-
spective, and the most detailed cartouche, has the size of
13.45 × 3.42 (in meters) with a total area of around 46 m2

and 195 inscriptions to explain the details of the paintings of
“MountWutai”. (c) Apsaras are popular mural elements, and
the most representative of Sui Dynasty apsaras are selected
from Mogao cave No.305. (d) There are nearly two thou-
sand donors in Mogao cave No.428, which locate in the
middle of the south wall, west wall, and north wall. (e),
(f) In addition to Mogao Grottoes, there are also abundant
murals in many other cultural heritage sites, such as the
east wall of the main chamber of the Yongle temple in
Shanxi Province and Pilu temple in Hebei Province, with
different non-Buddhist figures in mural. A large number of
subjects lay the data foundation for the construction of the
dataset.

Each digitalmosaic image of abovemuralswith 30dpi res-
olution is randomly cropped by using fixed size rectangular
areas (600× 600), and the cropped images are used to elim-
inate the image without Thousand Buddhas and inscription
within the cutting range.

At the end, the above five chosen subjects in the cropped
images are taggedwith rectangle box (e.g., ThousandBuddha
is “Thousand Buddha motif”, list cartouche is “instruction”)
by experts from Dunhuang Academy, and the label file was
saved in XML format. Each sample in dataset consists of one
image and one label file. The label for the detection task con-
tains the bounding boxes and the corresponding categories.
Some examples in the dataset with visualized label are shown
in Fig. 15.
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Fig. 11 GUI of the virtual restoration software which integrates interactive segmentation and inpainting method

Fig. 12 Some restoration results on real deterioration using EdgeConnect with jelly-like masks
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Fig. 13 Examples of objects that frequently appeared. Although some of them have relatively stable shapes and structures, others may significantly
vary

Fig. 14 Examples of selected grand murals by artists. Each of the mural may contain 10–3000 objects. The proposed detection dataset are created
by manually selecting objects from them
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Fig. 15 Examples from the Dunhuang object detection dataset. From top to bottom are dataset samples from categories of Apsaras, Inscriptions,
Donors, Thousand Buddha Motif, and Non-Buddhist Figures, respectively

4.2 Methodology

We use the object detector as the key technology to imple-
ment heritage property retrieval applications. The Dunhuang
Academy designed a top-down pipeline for the property
retrieval on very large e-Heritage images and tested multi-
ple state-of-the-art object detectors on the Dunhuang Object
detection dataset. In the future application, the test patches
will be sampled by a sliding window with steps of half of
its width and height given a very large image. The location
of each patch is recorded. After all test are inferenced, the

local bounding boxes are projected back on the origial large
image.

We first tested eight models on the dataset to determine
the detector with good performance. These test detectors
are SSD300 (Liu et al., 2016), RetinaNet (Lin et al., 2017,
2020), GHM RetinaNet (Li et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2017,
2020), FSAF (Zhu et al., 2019), Faster RCNN (Girshick,
2015), Libra Faster RCNN (Girshick, 2015; Pang et al.,
2019), Libra RetinaNet (Lin et al., 2017, 2020; Pang et al.,
2019), and YOLO v5-S (Jocher et al., 2020). We used the
classic SSD300 and Faster RCNN for the baselines in eval-
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uating performance for this experiment. RetinaNet, GHM
RetinaNet, FSAF, Libra Faster RCNN, and Libra RetinaNet
used the popular Resnet-50 (He et al., 2016) as the back-
bone, which balanced performance and computational cost.
We employed the improved version of RetinaNet and FSAF
in our experiment. The improvements include the integra-
tionwithGradientHarmonizedMechanism (GHM) (Li et al.,
2019) and Libra framework (Pang et al., 2019). The GHM
is utilized to optimize the gradients during back-propagation
and effectively use of the gradients. The Libra framework
(Pang et al., 2019) is an effective framework to solve the
class imbalanced in the dataset, which is not a serious and
common issue for the dataset in the cultural heritage field.
YOLO v5-S is a version of the YOLO v5 model, where the
S indicates a small model with fewer parameters.

4.3 Implementation

The experiment is carried out on a regular x86 PC with Intel
i5-8600 CPU, 16 GB RAM and a NVIDIA Titan Xp graphic
card with 12 GB memory. We set the learning rate as the
default value. The epoch value is 16, which is sufficiently
large for convergence for our dataset. Eight methods are
implemented and tested on the proposed e-Heritage dataset.
Among these methods, SSD300 (Liu et al., 2016), RetinaNet
(Lin et al., 2017, 2020), GHMRetinaNet (Li et al., 2019; Lin
et al., 2017, 2020), FSAF (Zhu et al., 2019), Faster RCNN
(Girshick, 2015), Libra Faster RCNN (Pang et al., 2019; Gir-
shick, 2015), and Libra RetinaNet (Pang et al., 2019; Lin et
al., 2017, 2020) use the fine-tune routine, which uses the
ImageNet pre-trained backbone and adjusts the parameters
in the model head to fit the current training data. YOLO v5-S
does not use the pretrained-backbone and are trained from the
scratch. Table 3 shows the performance of the tested detectors
in details. Various evaluation criteria are employed, which
includes mean average precision (mAP), average recall, and
average precision and recall for each category. The first col-
umn in the Table 3 is the key performance indicator, which
the evaluation criteria in MS-COCO. The MS-COCO crite-
ria computes mean AP across IoU range of [0.5:0.95] with
step of 0.05. The second column in the Table 3 is the per-
formance in the Pascal-VOC criteria, which is more relax
compared with the MS-COCO.

4.4 Experimental Results and Discussion

The quantitative benchmark results are shown in a detailed
comparison way in Table 3. In this quantitative comparison,
YOLO v5-S yields better performance than other detectors.
The mAP@IoU0.5-0.95 for the results of YOLO v5-S is as
high as 0.68, which is significantly higher than other detec-
tors. Among other detectors, the results of FSAF, whose
mAP@IoU0.5-0.95 is above 0.6, is closest to theYOLOv5-S Ta
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in overall performance. The performance of SSD300, Reti-
naNet, GHM RetinaNet, Faster RCNN, Libra Faster RCNN,
and Libra RetinaNet is about the same level. We consider
that the factor behind the better performance of YOLO v5-S
is its sophisticated data augmentation techniques, which is
not applied to other methods in default settings.

In Table 3, we can also notice that all methods show rela-
tive same trend in the performances for different categories.
For the five categories, all benchmarked methods have best
results on category 2 (Thousand Buddha Motif), while per-
form worst on category 5 (Non-Buddhist Figure).

The category 2 (Thousand Buddha Motif) is consider-
able relatively easier to detect because of its stable patterns.
Objects in this category are generally used in illuminating the
ambience for the main theme of a paintings. They are painted
in batch, which are of almost identical shape, in limited
color scheme, and layout one by one in an aligned and non-
overlayed way on the mural. For detectors, these repeated
similar objects post fewer challenges. As shown in Fig. 16,
for first 3 categories, even though some predicted bounding
boxes may not be completely aligned with the ground truth,
YOLO v5-S gives almost perfect results.

Category 4 (Apsaras) is less challenging than expected.
As shown in Fig. 17, the silk ribbon in the Apsaras usu-
ally spreads widely in the figure with diversified shape. This

makes the silk ribbon to be mis-detected easily and is often
not included in the bounding boxes. We thought non-rigid
and dramatically varying shapes of Apsaras would make the
object the most difficult to detected. However, through the
experiments, it was the second challenging and was sig-
nificantly less challenging than category 5. We carefully
inspected the category 4 and the corresponding results and
found that the detectorsmay have learned a key visual charac-
teristic in this category: amore complex structure surrounded
with stripe like patterns (i.e., a human shape character sur-
rounded with silk ribbon).

Category 5 (Non-Buddhist Figure) is much more chal-
lenging to be detected that other four categories. Figure 18
shows two examples of category 5 with predicted bounding
boxes, and all people in the figure are highly compact. For
category 5, when inspecting the data in this category, two
possible reasons might contribute the lower mAP: (1) Non-
Buddhist figures are different from each other in shape and,
sometimes, are overlapped. Thus, it’s much more difficult
for the detectors to determine the boundaries accurately for
each character. (2) The objects in category 5 contains more
detailed and different internal structures (e.g., higher visual
diversity than other 4 categories).

Yolo v5s use mosaic data augmentation, which create
more highly diversified training images. As a result, the

Fig. 16 Examples of Inscription (left), Thousand Buddha Motif (middle), and Donors (right)

Fig. 17 Four examples of Apsara. Bounding boxes can detect the bodies of the Apsara characters accurately, even though they might miss some
parts of the silk ribbon around the characters
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Fig. 18 Two examples of
Non-Buddhist Figure. Bounding
boxes shown in the figures are
compacted and overlapped and
the style of characters is highly
diversified

model works good at small training set like AI for Dun-
huang. Besides, these highly diversified images frommosaic
data augmentationmakesmodel performmuch better atNon-
Buddhist figure and Apsaras figure. The example shows
that YOLO v5-S is a good choice for our future appli-
cation. Even though, the positions of bounding boxes do
not match with the ground truth perfectly, the detection is
accurate enough for practical use. To increase the detec-
tion accuracy for those difficult samples, two approaches
could be employed. Firstly, since the Dunhuang Academy
has large scale of e-Heritage images, more samples can
be added into the coming enlarged dataset. It provides
more knowledge for detectors to learn. Secondly, more
dedicated data augmentation can be designed and used in
training so that more challenging samples can be gener-
ated.

5 Artistic Style Transfer

In this section, we explore style transfer for Dunhuang
paintings. The motivation are twofolds. First, the Dun-
huang painting are created over 1000 years, the artistic
style will vary significantly. And thus, style transfer based
analysis may help to align and compare the artistic styles.
This will enable archaeologist to further study how the
styles are evolved. Second, similar as many other muse-
ums, converting natural images to Dunhuang style are very
attractive to the tourists, and can boost the user experi-
ence. In detail, we introduce a Dunhuang Shanshui artistic
dataset, which is defined and scrutinized by artist in Dun-
huang Academy. The abstract framework of end-to-end
style transfer methods is presented, and some methods
are introduced. After benchmarking eight state-of-the-art
methods, an experimental analysis and discussion are pre-
sented.

5.1 Dataset for Artistic Style Transfer

The first e-Heritage dataset (so-called QingLvShanShui
dataset) based on the murals of Dunhuang Grottoes is
built up by using unpaired image-to-image method. The
QingLvShanShui dataset consists of two types of images:
the first type is formed by the murals of Dunhuang Grottoes
in a specificwell-defined style (so-called QingLvShanShui
style), which is classified and defined with artistic experts
and domain knowledge; the second type is formed by natural
image.

QingLvShanShui style is one of the most characteris-
tic style of Tang dynasty’s murals in Dunhuang Grottoes.
In this style, the green color is the most noticeable color,
and the major contents include mountain, river, tree, and sky,
whilst the spatial relationship with relative distance in the
scene is the composition of above. Nowadays, the existing
QingLvShanShui style of Tang dynasty’s murals can only
be seen in the murals of Dunhuang and it is very rare, there-
fore, it is the most important and valuable for the research
work of Tang dynasty’s Shanshui paintings.

In Fig. 19, QingLvShanShui dataset is constructed from
the murals of several Mogao caves such as No.23, No.103,
No. 172, No. 217, No. 320, and No. 321. Four values of
DIP, namely, 150, 75, 30, and 15dpi, are chosen to improve
the training feature efficiency under different scenarios. For
each chosen QingLvShanShui style murals, it is randomly
cropped into several images with the size of 256x256. Fur-
thermore, the useless images are ruled out by experts from
Dunhuang Academy.

Finally, there are a total of 3455 samples images in the
QingLvShanShui dataset, and some of them are shown in
Fig. 20. Given that the unpaired image-to-image method is
used in our experiments, it only needs to concern about the
projection from ordinary photo domain to Dunhuang Shan-
shui image domain, and a separate test set is not arranged
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Fig. 19 Manually selected e-Heritage by artists for the source of Dun-
huang Shanshui style dataset. a The painting images are from north
wall of cave No. 23 at Mogao Grottoes, b south wall of cave No. 103
at Mogao Grottoes, c east wall of cave No. 172 at Mogao Grottoes, d

south wall of cave No. 217 at Mogao Grottoes, e south wall of cave
No. 320 at Mogao Grottoes, f and south wall of cave No. 321 at Mogao
Grottoes

for the experiments. Specifically, all of 3455 images are used
for training set. In the inference stage, same training set of
QingLvShanShui dataset is used as its the dummy test set
when necessary.

5.2 Methodology

Dunhuang Academy is working with Jinan University to
implement the latest unpaired image-to-image style trans-
fer methods using the Dunhuang Shanshui style dataset. The
testedmethods are Cycle-GAN (Zhu et al., 2017), CUT (Park
et al., 2020), DualAST (Chen et al., 2021), GATYS (Gatys
et al., 2016), DFP (Wang et al., 2020), ADAIN (Huang &
Belongie, 2017) , WCT (Li et al., 2017), and Avatar-Net
(Sheng et al., 2018). Theoretically, the unpaired image-to-
image style model can be expressed as a function F that is
capable of processing an image Iin in one style domain and
output another image Iout in another domain. The expression
is as follows:

Iout = F(Iin|θ), (6)

where θ is the parameters of the trainedmodelF .Variable θ is
obtained by the optimization process, which can be abstractly
given as:

θ̃ = argmin
θ

E[G(F(Iin|θ), Iin) + H(F(Iin|θ), Iin)], (7)

where E is the expectation, G is the distance measure of the
content or structural information, andH compute the distance
of style or image characteristics. In both tested methods, the
input and output images are in the same size of 256×256.

In the cycle-GAN, the methods simultaneously train two
encoder–decoder-like generator models. Shown in Fig. 21,
one generator, denoted as P , is to project a sample a in
domain DA onto domain DB . Another generator Q reverses
this projection, which projects a sample b from domain DB

to domain DA. In our scenario, we set domain DA as daily
photo domain, and domain DB as Dunhuang image domain.
The dataset A and B are the sample collections of domain DA

and DB , respectively. The goal is to obtain a useful generator
model P for the style transfer, and Q is the helper model for
training.

During the training, the key to avoiding the requirements
of paired dataset is in bidirectional cycle-consistency loss.
The cycle-consistency loss used the twogenerator to compute
the distance between the a and the â = P(b̂) = P(Q(a)).
In this manner, we avoid the requirement for existence of
corresponding b in dataset B for a, and b̂ ismerely an implicit
intermediate variable generated during training. Thus, given
a daily photo Iin , the corresponding groundtruth of Iin in
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Fig. 20 Training samples from Dunhuang Caves QingLvShanShui style dataset
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Fig. 21 Illustration of
cycle-consistency loss

Fig. 22 Illustration of CUT and
Patchwise Contrastive Loss

Dunhuang style domain, which does not exist in real world,
is not required.

The CUT method, which is based on Cycle-GAN, has
dropped the cycle-consistency loss and only use a single
generator. Considering the of underlying bijection of cycle-
consistency loss as too restrictive assumption, CUT has
proposed a PatchNCE loss based on contrastive learning. In
Fig. 22, the PatchNCE loss is to build up the association of
textures between the input and the output domains by maxi-
mizing mutual information.

5.3 Experiment

The experiments are conducted on a regular x86 worksta-
tion with Intel i7-7800X CPU @3.50 GHz, 16 GB RAM,
and a graphic card of NVIDIA 1080Ti with 11 GB graphic
memory. The training process of the two experiments takes
approximately 8 h, and the inference speed is in real-time.
Themodels becomeeffective after training for approximately
2 h and continue to improve its performance. The training and
test sets for the input domain are from yosemite imageset
of Zhu et al. (2017). The Dunhuang Style dataset is used
as the training set of the output domain. Some images from
Dunhuang Shanshui Style dataset are randomly picked for
the test set of the output domain. The test set of the output

domain is trivial due to the projection from the Dunhuang
e-Heritage image to the daily photo is not our focus.

Some qualitative results from Cycle-GAN (Zhu et al.,
2017), CUT (Park et al., 2020), DualAST (Chen et al.,
2021), GATYS (Gatys et al., 2016), DFP (Wang et al., 2020),
ADAIN (Huang & Belongie, 2017), WCT (Li et al., 2017),
and Avatar-Net (Sheng et al., 2018) are shown in Fig. 23.

The key summary characteristic is the extensive use of
green color on mountains and rivers, and the strong contour
along the mountain ridges. The figure shows that all methods
have successfully translated the daily scenery photos into the
Dunhuang Shanshui images, rendering the output images in
the target style and preserving their content.

From the perspective of artistic analysis and human per-
ception, the quality of results generated by the eight style
transfers can be classified into three tiers. Here, the Tier 1
has the best quality, while Tier 3 is the worst.

The Tier 1 results are yielded byCycle-GAN,Dualast, and
Avatar-Net. Their results are different in styles to a certain
extent; accordingly, it would be difficult to tell which one
is better. The Cycle-GAN tends to generates more realistic
results with mural feels. This phenomenon occurs because
the structures (i.e., lines and contextual segments) are well
preserved in the results. The cloud, humans, and trees can be
better recognized compared with the results of other meth-
ods. The noise from the mural images is also transferred into
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Fig. 23 Style transfer results generated by classical algorithm on the
Dunhuang Shanshui style dataset. From left to right, they are original
landscape photos, Cycle-GAN (Zhu et al., 2017), CUT (Park et al.,

2020), DualAST (Chen et al., 2021), GATYS (Gatys et al., 2016), DFP
(Wang et al., 2020),ADAIN (Huang & Belongie, 2017), WCT (Li et al.,
2017), and Avatar-Net (Sheng et al., 2018)

the result images but without adding toomany other artifacts.
The results of Avatar-Net appear more like traditional paint-
ings from the northeast Asia, which is more impressionistic
rather than realistic.Dualast generated results that looksmore
like traditional oil paintings from Europe. Although certain
neural artifacts exist in someplain segments, the global stereo
perception remains strong.

Tier 2 includes CUT, ADAIN, and WCT. The results of
these methods are acceptable because the style is success-
fully transferred, and some details of the original photos are
preserved. However, some drawbacks are apparent and easily
observable. The style of CUT is somewhat similar to that of

Cycle-GAN, which the CUT based on. However, the results
are not improving on the Dunhuang Shanshui dataset. The
qualitative results show over polarized color distributions
and loss of textural details. The contrast of the CUT results
has shifted from the original image, making them look like
different scenes. The results of ADAIN have strong global
stereo feelings. However, it generated too many additional
contextual segments, which is not consistent with the origi-
nal, making the image difficult to be understood. The results
of WCT are reasonably good, but the randomized color ren-
derings and substantial unrelated noises leads to falling in
Tier 2.
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The results from Tier 3 methods, namely DFP and
GATYS, are not great. The DFP generates irregular color
distribution and unrelated noises, resulting in a messy image
which affects human understanding. The results of GATYS
appears abnormal because the method usually generates a
group of unrelated dot-shape artifacts in the area that they
should not appear. There are few well-defined quantitative
evaluation criteria for style transfer method that are unavail-
able in literature.Accordingly, it is quite difficult to tell which
method better translates the style in a very objective way. In
the following section, we try to quantitatively analyze the
results.

Assessing artistic style transfer results could be a highly
subjective task. Here, we adopt two quantitative evaluation
metrics: deception rate and user study, to better evaluate clas-
sical method. Deception rate was introduced by Sanakoyeu
et al. (2018) to quantitatively and automatically assess the
quality of the images generated by stylization method. First,
Karayev et al. (2013) trained a VGG-16 network to classify
624 artists on WikiArt from scratch. Then, the pre-trained
network was employed to predict which artist the stylized
image belongs to. Finally, the deception rate was calculated
as the fraction of times that the network predicted the correct
artist (Chen et al., 2021). We report the deception rate for
classical eight baseline models in Table 4. User study has
been widely adopted by previous works (Chen et al., 2021)
to investigate user preference over different visual results.
Here, we conduct user studies to evaluate the user preference
of classical eight methods in terms of visual quality. Given
various photographs, we stylize them in the style using clas-
sical eight baseline methods. Then we show the randomly
ordered stylized images produced by eight compared meth-
ods to participants and ask them to select the image that best
represents the style of the target artist. We finally collect
1000 votes from 50 participants. We report the percentage
of votes for each method in the third row of Table 4. The
quantitative results in Table 4 are mostly consistent with our
qualitative analysis, except that Avatar-Net rated lower than
expected. The evaluating criteria tends to emphasize more on
the structures rather than the correctness of color distribution.
Cycle-GAN is rated highest in the benchmark. However, in
future application, Dunhuang Academy consider the Tier 1
methods as candidates for deployment, and plan to further
optimize the methods and results.

6 Conclusion and Discussion

To make use of these data and facilitate the development of
various intelligent applications, Dunhuang Academy plans
to: (1) develop an industrial standard for e-Heritage data; (2)
make a dataset public for researchers; and (3) conduct an inte-

gral technical demonstration of using intelligent applications
in the near future.

In this work, the project on Dunhuang cultural heritage
protection using artificial intelligence is introduced. A new
dataset namely, AI for Dunhuang, is created to facilitate this
research. Version v1.0 of the dataset comprises of the data
and labels for the restoration, style transfer, and retrieval.
Given the dataset, three e-Heritage using AI tasks have been
proposed. First, a deep network is proposed to automatically
perform the restoration. Second, given that the grottoes were
build over 1000 years by numerous artists, style transfer is
proposed to link and analyze the styles over time. Lastly,
deep neural network-based detection and retrial are proposed
and benchmarked to further analyze the tremendously large
amount of objects, which are unreasonable to manually label
and analyze. The experiments demonstrate that the perfor-
mance and efficiency in archaeology has been significantly
boosted by using modern computer vision technologies.

For e-dunhuang users can only browse the entire mural
content, but cannot browse, categorize and compare of the
thematic elements. Based on the historical property retrieval
technology described in this paper, the computer can auto-
matically find five types of elements in all murals, so as to
quickly build a library of thematic elements of murals for
archaeology and Dunhuang researchers to study. For the five
types of elements, based on the virtual restoration technol-
ogy described in this article, the broken parts of the five
types of elements can be automatically restored. With the
restored images of the elements, the style transfer technol-
ogy described in this article is used to generate more stylistic
images to provide a reference for artists. According to the
results of archaeological research and content value mining
of the experts on the five types of elements, the images gen-
erated by virtual restoration and style transfer technologies
can be widely used in the exhibition and dissemination of
cultural heritage IP.

In terms of the construction of library of elements, virtual
restoration and style transfer, the AI technology reported in
this paper will reach the ability level that only professional
person has, thereby accelerating element search, improving
the efficiency of virtual restoration and improving the abil-
ity of transfer between different styles. In future work, using
the AI technology mentioned in this article to solve specific
problems will also be challenged. For the historical property
retrieval technology, although it solves the problem of posi-
tioning of elements in the entire mural, but for more difficult
and more complex problems than Apsaras and non-Buddhist
figures, the accuracy needs to be improved. For the virtual
restoration technology, the ability needs to be improved for
the larger broken area. The style and color generated by the
style transfer technology need to be more similar to the style
of Dunhuang murals. And the integration ability of AI tech-
nology in the e-dunhuang project still needs to be improved.
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Table 4 Deception rate and user study (in terms of visual quality) of different methods

Cycle-GAN CUT DualAST GATYS DFP AdaIN WCT Avatar-Net

Deception Rate 0.602 0.592 0.580 0.202 0.182 0.062 0.025 0.045

Visual Quality (%) 0.310 0.303 0.176 0.060 0.058 0.051 0.010 0.032

The higher the better . The best scores are reported in bold

In future work, we will further enhance the existing three
tasks through multi-modal learning, where visual informa-
tion is combined with historical documentary information
to further improve the performance. Moreover, we consider
semantic segmentation for segmenting numerous complex
objects from the huge mural painting.

Supplementary Information The online version contains supplemen-
tary material available at https://doi.org/10.1007/s11263-022-01665-
x.
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